AHS 7000 Activity:
Open Access Publications

Assessing Open Access Publications
For each publication, respond to the associated questions.

**Journal #1**

Publication Name: Health Psychology Open

1. What kind of journal is it (Gold/Green)? How do you know?
   
2. Do you identify any major benefits or drawbacks to using this journal (consider factors such as fees/discounts, discoverability, etc.)?

3. Do you believe this journal/publisher may be predatory? Why or why not?

**Journal #2**

Publication Name: International Journal of Health Sciences

1. What kind of journal is it (Gold/Green)? How do you know?

2. Do you identify any major benefits/drawbacks to using this journal (consider factors such as fees/discounts, discoverability, etc.)?

3. Do you believe this journal/publisher may be predatory? Why or why not?
**Bonus Question**

Find the self-archiving policy for a journal of interest to you.

a) What kind of journal is it (Gold/Green)?

________________________________________________________________________________

b) If Green, what self-archiving options are available (pre-print, post-print, etc.)? What fees exist?

________________________________________________________________________________

c) What steps did you take to find this information (where did you look)?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________